[Studies on the deviation of short-term FRC measurements with He closed-circuit method and on diurnal variation of FRC].
It was revealed by chance that the second FRC value measured by Chest Chestac 65V was significantly smaller than the first FRC value measured by Fukuda FRC Computer COMF-100 if the second repeated measurement in the same subjects was done shortly after the first FRC measurement with He closed-circuit method was performed. In order to clarify this phenomenon, the volumes of two different machines were accurately checked by a cylinder. No significant differences were found in the FRC values of two machines. In adult healthy subjects a small but significant difference between the first and the second ten minutes behind measurement was found even if the same machine was used. If FRC measurement was reexamined within a few minutes after the first one was done, much differences were found. Furthermore, diurnal variation of FRC values in the same subjects was also observed. FRC value in the morning was the highest.